Lead Us, Heavenly Father, Lead Us

1. Lead us, heavenly Father, lead us
   Over life here mixed-up sea;
   Guard us manage us, keep us, feed us,
   Because we have no help except YOU;
   But we always have all blessing
   While our GOD our FATHER stays.

2. Savior, breathe pardon over us;
   All our weakness YOU surely know;
   YOU ago walked on earth same we;
   YOU finished feel earth's sharpest sorrow;
   Alone and sad, weak and tired,
   Through dry places YOU ago traveled.

3. Spirit from our GOD now coming,
   Fill our hearts with heavenly joy,
   Love joins each suffering moment,
   Pleasure that will never melt;
   With GOD's food, pardon, leading,
   Nothing can't destroy our peace.

   Amen